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**IMPORTANT UPDATE** 
          

Dear valued Customer,                 8.4.2021 

Re:   - Price Increase 
-  Product Shortages 

 

We regret to advise that we continue to receive price increases and notices of product shortages across the 
majority of our product lines.                                                        

There has been numerous factors that continue to influence the price and availability of products in particular, 
timber and steel products which in many cases increase on a monthly or order by order basis.    

Our Suppliers continue to be affected by: 

Global demand of products   

Global shortages and significant cost increases in raw material 

Manufacturing cost increases 

Increases on imported products 

Increase in overseas, local freight costs and logistics delays 

It is imperative that we continue to work closely with our Suppliers to minimise the impact, maintain our 
ability to supply quality products and services to our Customers. Our product supply, is of course, reliant on 
our Suppliers and Manufacturers continuing to provide Bianco with specialised goods & services and this in-
turn will allow us to provide you with the products you require to continue building. 

We don’t make these decisions lightly and impacts to your business are considered seriously before these 
steps are taken; unfortunately, this is caused by the unforeseen circumstances we continue to experience and 
therefore we have no choice but to implement increases to our store shelf prices and Customer contracts on 
affected products.  

For volatile products, in particular products that have been increasing on a monthly or order by order basis, 
please be aware of compounding and potential large increases which is the reason we cannot lock in any long-
term prices. 

We have strategically held back monthly increases to our customers even though our suppliers have been 
imposing increases on us. This may result in a significant increase when existing contracts come up for 
renewal. 

Our company policy is to continue to provide a high level of customer service and satisfaction, source and 
distribute quality products, maintain and manage stock to the best of our ability, whilst continuing to offer 
competitively priced products and service for the long term. 

We encourage you to contact your Sales Representative with any questions. 

Kind regards 

Bianco Construction & Industrial Supplies  


